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Mini Nautilus
Thank you for your purchase of the Aspire Mini Nautilus tank system.
Before using the Mini Nautilus, please read through the manual for
proper care and use. This will insure continued enjoyment of your Mini
Nautilus tank system.
Please keep this manual for future reference.
The Mini Nautilus is the next generation of tank systems. Made of
stainless steel and Pyrex glass, the Mini Nautilus uses the Aspire “BVC”
(Bottom Vertical Coil) atomizer technology. This new technology is
designed to last longer while still giving users the purest and cleanest
taste from e-liquids. The Mini Nautilus includes an improved four-port
adjustable airﬂow system that is both user friendly and reliable. This
unique four-port system allows the user to adjust the draw, warmth of
vapor, and amount of vapor produced. The Mini Nautilus design also
makes it easy to carry, install, and reﬁll.
Aspire… the trusted name in Personal Vaporizers.

Conﬁguration

Contents of kit:
* 1 2ml Mini Nautilus Tank (1.6 ohm BVC atomizer pre-installed)
* 1 replacement BVC atomizer (1.8 ohm)
* 1 eGo threaded cone
* 1 user manual

Mini Nautilus Expanded View
Drip tip

Upper hardware
PYREX Glass tank
Replaceable Atomizer
(Aspire BVC)
Airﬂow adjustment ring
Bottom hardware

How to Assemble

1. Screw the upper hardware to
the Pyrex tank
(DO NOT over tighten!).

2. Screw the BVC Atomizer into
the bottom hardware
(make sure the BVC atomizer
is snugged down hand tight).

How to Assemble
3. Snugly screw the Tank hardware
to the bottom Atomizer
hardware (the atomizer screws
onto the air-tube shaft in the
center).

4. Insert the drip-tip into the
upper hardware.

How to ﬁll liquid

1. Check to make sure the upper
stainless steel component is
screwed tightly onto the
glass tank.

2. Unscrew the bottom hardware
from the upper hardware.

How to ﬁll liquid

When you unscrew the bottom hardware, the atomizer
should be unscrewed from the upper hardware at the
same time. In some cases, the atomizer will remain
attached to the air-tube shaft in the center. If this
happens, please unscrew the atomizer from the upper
hardware and screw it back into the bottom hardware.

How to ﬁll liquid

3. Fill liquid into the space between
the glass tank and the center
metal tube. DO NOT over ﬁll or
get liquid into the center shaft.

4. Screw the bottom hardware
back onto the upper hardware.

How to ﬁll liquid

A: Don’t ﬁll the liquid into the central hole.
B: Let the Mini Nautilus stand for 2 minutes before use—this will allow e-liquid to
absorb into the atomizer chamber.
C: For use with eGo batteries: screw the eGo threaded cone onto the battery, and
then install the Mini Nautilus onto the battery.
D: If you experience a burning taste during the ﬁrst couple of puﬀs, it is because the
liquid has not fully absorbed into the atomizer. Please give the liquid time to fully
absorb and try again.

How to adjust the airﬂow
Airﬂow hole size: Ø0.9mm

Ø1.1mm

Ø1.4mm

Ø1.8mm

The Mini Nautilus unique
four-port airﬂow valve features 4 diﬀerent sizes to control the airﬂow of
your tank. Rotate the Airﬂow control valve to your desired port size.

How to clean & notices
When necessary, clean the components (except the BVC Atomizer)
by washing with clean water, and air-drying.
NOTICES
1. The glass tank should not be impacted, dropped, or mishandled,
otherwise the glass tube may be broken, and injury may occur.
2. When disassembling, please remove the bottom hardware ﬁrst,
and then screw oﬀ the glass tank.
3. Do not ﬁll the Aspire Mini Nautilus over 2ml; when the liquid
level is below 0.5ml, the tank should be reﬁlled to avoid a burning
taste.
4. If the bottom hardware is hard to screwed oﬀ, please screw the
upper hardware with the glass tank tighter. The bottom hardware
will then be easier to unscrew.

